









A Study of Polysemy of Prepositions
ENDO Yukie
Abstract　As a preposition is polysemous and respects the intricacy and seeming 
capriciousness of its behavior and yet accounts for the meaning of complex locative 
expressions, it is not easy to describe every meaning of a preposition.  In this article 
I present a questionnaire on the preposition (over/above), its results, and findings 
of my analysis.












































2）Hiroshige depicts the bridge (② ) the Doton Canal as a diagonal across the 
picture.
on over above up




3）Title: Autumn Moon (③ ) the Yoshiwara Quarter
The man has stopped beneath a weeping willow in order to look back (④ ) 
the roofs of Yoshiwara.
across over of at on in for
13 8 6 1 1 1 1
③
over above in at of on from as
17 5 3 2 2 1 1 1
④
at above on to over from near
13 6 6 4 1 1 1
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4）The two travelers at the top left looked (⑤ ) the abyss.
5）Jesus and God hold a crown of roses (⑥ ) her head and the Holy Spirit hovers 
(⑦ ) her.
at across for down on into over of




6）The V shapes of the wallpaper’s design are mirrored in the white cloth napkin 
draped (⑧ ) the edge of the chest.
7）The model boat perched (⑨ ) the bed.
⑥
over above on in
15 15 1 1
⑦
over above on under behind with of
14 8 3 2 2 2 1
on over in with down around at from across off
13 9 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
― 251―
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8）Gilt-framed prints hanging (⑩ ) an antique English writing desk.
9）By capturing and reflecting the natural light, it seems to lift the eight-foot 
ceiling high (⑪ ) the room.
above over on in up under behind
16 6 6 1 1 1 1
above on over in out with




10）The walls (⑫ ) the breakfast table are hung with many postcards.
11）I hung an arrangement of kudu horns and ivory creamware plates (⑬ ) the 
bed.
in from to up of above over on within 未記入
10 6 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 5
around behind by above over along at beside on with



















①　My hand is over the table.
②　I removed the lamp from over the table.
③　Please put the lamp over the counter.（カウンター越しに）
④　Please put the lamp over the counter.（カウンターの向こうに）
⑤　The post office is over the hill.






above over around up on beside next to
















































①　The cat jumped over the fence. Iを焦点化
②　The plane is flying over the Pacific Ocean. IIを焦点化
③　There is a castle over the mountain. IVを焦点化
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